Easter Witch

Materials
- Printed Template
- Material for hair
- Glue
- Scissors
- Exacto Knife
- Coloring supplies
- Yarn or string
- Skewer or other small stick

The template for the witch can be found on the next page. Print the template. There are a few extras on the page to share with others, or you can make a whole group of witches!

Once you have your template, you can start coloring.

With an exacto knife, or other sharp knife, cut along the two semicircles in the middle of the witch as the picture shows. Please only do this with adult supervision.

Fold the half ring you have now. This becomes the witch’s arms. You can color these on the top. Draw hands in the middle of the ring and give the witch a face. You can make your witch’s face look however you’d like!
Roll the back part and glue or tape together.

Glue some yarn to the witch’s head.

Attach some yarn or small sticks to one end of the skewer. Then run the skewer up through the skirt out through the hands. Tie a piece of sewing thread in the top of the head and the witch is ready to fly.